WOODPERFECT® SERIES FIBER CEMENT COATING

Allows fiber cement to appear like natural wood by accenting and highlighting its grain pattern and texture. Protects from UV rays, water damage, and mildew stains on the coating's surface.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

♦ I love the look of my freshly coated fiber cement, how do I maintain the “real-wood” look that it has?

Woodperfect Fiber Cement Coating is designed to withstand sun, moisture and wind damage. It is formulated with a mildewcide to protect against mildew growth on the coating’s surface as well. To maintain its maximum protection and beauty, simply clean your siding every 2-3 years with a mild detergent and water.

♦ How close will the actual siding be to the sample pieces in the store?

The Woodperfect product is designed to duplicate the look of real wood siding. Similar to wood, slight variations in tone are expected and desired. Do not expect every board to be identical in appearance. The type of board texturing will affect the final look. Be sure the sample piece you are comparing to is the same texture as the board you are considering before placing your final order.

♦ How can I be sure my prefinished boards will not get dirty or marred before they get installed?

The Woodperfect Fiber Cement Coating hinders staining from dirt including red clay. After installation the siding can be power washed to remove any foreign matter. If a nick or mar does occur during installation touch-up kits are available and they can be used to touch-up and blend in the imperfection.

♦ The product warranty is for a period of 12-years when prefinished; what should I expect over the 12-year period in terms of wear?

The warranty states that the product will not crack, flake, peel or blister and that it will not fade beyond normal standards. Over the 12-year life it is expected that the sheen of the product will reduce gradually and that the color will lighten. The rate at which this occurs depends on the geographical location (high altitude will accelerate UV breakdown) as well as the amount of weathering and exposure the wall receives. The product will not fade to the point that the board is left unprotected.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (continued)

♦ Can I apply refresher coats?

Yes. If the sheen has died down or if you want to deepen the color a maintenance coat can be applied with a sprayer or brush. Be sure to clean the surface before coating.

♦ What kind of caulk and nails should I use?

We recommend a premium quality clear caulk like OSI Quad. For best results caulking should be applied after all coating is completed. Maze Nails has color matched the Woodperfect line for best results, particularly when face-nailing.

♦ What do I do if I want to change the color of my siding?

If the siding has been coated with Woodperfect and you wish to paint it simply clean the siding and apply the paint. You can apply Woodperfect over itself but because it is a transparent coating the color will be much different than the samples. Test a small area to see if the resulting color is what you desire. If your goal is to change the color to a different Woodperfect tone the siding should be primed then coated. It is best to use the flattest exterior grade primer available. Follow the primer’s label directions then apply the Woodperfect. Multiple thin coats are required when field applying after priming.

♦ Can I use Woodperfect on my trim to complete my house?

Yes. Woodperfect will work on most trim boards. Woodperfect has been tested for compatibility with many of the current trim boards available. Please call Mason’s Select Brand Products at 1-800-825-5382 and we will let you know if Woodperfect is compatible with your trim board of choice.